Learning bioinspired joint geometry from motion capture data of bat flight.
Bioinspired robotic systems are often designed by assuming that the kinematics of the biological system of interest are well approximated by an open kinematic chain subject to box constraints. These box-constrains are typically generated by designer interpretation of biomotion and anatomical studies or pragmatic fabrication constraints. In contrast to this standard design paradigm, this paper presents a methodology for learning joint geometry which restricts the range of motion of generic ball joints to only the reachable set observed during biomotion experiments. This reachable set is identified by constructing an analytical-empirical potential energy function over the experimental observations. The energy function effectively 'pushes' configurations close to the set of observations. This energy function is then thresholded to identify the zero-potential (ZP) configuration set, and joint geometry is constructed using the resulting contour. We construct an entire bat wing using this method, and demonstrate through motion capture experiments that the learned geometry successfully restricts motions to the ZP set.